Affiliate Members

(b) Report of the Committee for the Review of Applications for Affiliate Membership

1. The Committee for the Review of Applications for Affiliate Membership met at Santiago de Compostela, Spain, on 5 June 2014, with the participation of the following members of the Committee:

- China
- Egypt
- Iran, Islamic Republic of
- Jamaica
- Mozambique

and, in addition, the Chair of the Board of the Affiliate Members.

2. In accordance with item 1 of the Agenda, the Committee elected the representative of Egypt as Chair of the Committee for the period 2014-2015.

3. Under item 2 of the Agenda, the Committee reviewed all the candidatures received by this date and adopted the following proposals for consideration by the Executive Council:

(a) To admit provisionally to affiliate membership the following 34 candidates, pending ratification by the twenty-first session of the General Assembly:

- ADVENTURE TRAVEL TRADE (United States)
- ASOCIACIÓN ESPAÑOLA DE NORMALIZACIÓN Y CERTIFICACIÓN (AENOR) (Spain)
- ARENA CS LLC (Ukraine)
- AVIAREPS AG (Germany)
- AYU TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS LLC / DBA WEBSITE ALIVE (United States)
- BANCOMEXT (Mexico)
- BASQUE CULINARY CENTER FUNDAZIOA (Spain)
- BASQUE TOUR, TURISMOAREN EUSKAL AGENTZIA- AGENCIA VASCA DE TURISMO, SA (Spain)
- CONSEJO MEXICANO DE LA INDUSTRIA DEL TURISMO MÉDICO A.C. (Mexico)
EXPRESS ASSIST LTD. (Russian Federation)
FENITOUCI – FÉDération nAtionALe De L’industrie tourismique de côte d’ivorie (Côte d’Ivoire)
FOHB FÓRUM DE OPERADORES HOTELEIROS DO BRASIL (Brazil)
GLOBAL WELLNESS INSTITUTE TRADE (United States)
GREEN GLOBAL (United States)
GRiffith institute for tourism (GIFT), gRiffith university (Australia)
HUNGARIAN NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR RECREATION (Hungary)
INNOVA TAXFREE GROUP S.L. (Spain)
INTERNATIONAL HOTEL AND RESTAURANT ASSOCIATION IH&RA (Switzerland)
INSTITUT SUPÉRIEUR INTERNATIONAL DE TOURISME DE TANGER-ISITT (Morocco)
LA RIOJA TURISMO S.A.U. (Spain)
LCL ATLANTIS LINE SEA CRUISES (Russian Federation)
MADISON MK (TELECYL S.A.) (Spain)
OBSERVATORIO TURÍSTICO DEL ESTADO DE GUANAJUATO (Mexico)
PRODIGY CONSULTORES SL (Spain)
SAVEUR TROPICALE SARL (Gabon)
TAXBACK ADAMANT CORPORATION S.A. (Mexico)
THOMAS COOPER SUCURSAL EN ESPAÑA (Spain)
TOURISM BANK (Iran (Islamic Republic of))
UNIVERSIDAD DE MAGDALENA (Colombia)
UNIVERSIDAD DE MEDELLÍN - PROGRAMA ADMINISTRACIÓN DE EMPRESAS TURÍSTICAS (Colombia)
UNIVERSITY OF NATIONAL AND WORLD ECONOMY (Bulgaria)
VIENNA TOURIST BOARD (Austria)
VIP WORLD EVENTS (Spain)
ZAO "CONDÉ NAST" / CONDÉ NAST TRAVELLER LUXURY TRAVEL FAIR (Russian Federation)

(b) To admit the TAT ACADEMY (Thailand), on the understanding that it will provide additional clarifications on the documentation submitted to the Secretariat within a period of 30 days.